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Introduction

Washington State has tested implementation of current ingestion PAGs at several drills and
exercises. This testing has shown that protective action ecisions cannot be based on computed
projected doses (due to many assumptions involved). Andso we recommend an aternative, simpler
methodology based on the concentration of radionuclides in foods. Splifying the process helps
us to avoid confusing the public and to avoid problems -that foster unintended public response.
The purpose of the present paper is to describe three such problems, propose tentative solutions,
and request federal assistance in arriving at a final resolution. 'Me problems are as follows:

Following a known release of radioactive material from a nuclear plant...

1) Should we prevent food from reaching the mrket until its safety can be determined
or allow food into the market until its danger is verified?

2) Should a decision to prevent food from reaching the market be based on plant status
(coupled with limited environmental measurements) alone or should it await laboratory analysis of
samples taken after the release?

3) Should we continue using the current two-tier (Preventive - Emergency) PAG structure
or abandon it in favor of a system which replaces the PAG concept with a simpler fflowable
Cbncentration Level (ACL) system?

The fint problem is the main issue of the present paper, with the other two being more
accurately characterized as subsets of that problem. A background summary is presented below,
along with our solutions.
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Background

Following Chernobyl, there was widespread loss of control over food management in
Europe. This situation, characterized as chaotic (1), focused world attention on the need to
develop better guidance, and resulted in more resources being made available to the responsible
federal agencies.

Recently, numerous drills at nuclear power plants, in addition to the Chernobyl disaster
have raised concerns about the "human element' involved in the implementation of ingestion PAGs.
During an emergency, people need to believe they can control their exposure to potential danger.
Fostering this sense of control is the single most important issue in preventing panic and ensuring
cooperation of the general public. To this end, the importance of consistency amongst various
state, local and federal officials cannot be overemphasized.

If the decision makers from various jurisdictions are not clear, decisive and responsive
enough, in terms of telling people what they need to do to ensure safety, public confidence in their
ability to handle the crisis may be severely hampered. Faced with mixed messages, the public will
be likely to act in the most conservative way, and this could cause large unnecessary economic
losses. For this reason, compromises and reasonable simplifications in the development of the
PAGs and other guidance should be made in order to achieve consistency. The guidance should
be technically sound, simple to follow, and leave little room for on-the-spot interpretations that
could undermine consistency. Yet at the same time, it cannot be so specific as to be impossible
to implement

It has been observed that when faced with confusing and unimplementable guidance, there
is a tendency for public officials to overreact. This would be especially true when it comes to
radiation. Unfortunately, during crises, leaders often emerge into the spotlight by proving their
commitment to their citizenry's welfare - through concerned (over)reaction.

Statement of the Main Problem

Last fall, during extensive two-day exercises, we identified the following conflicting "human"
elements that must be addressed when formulating PAGs:

- maintaining public confidence that the market place has uncontaminated food

- maintaining the confidence of the agricultural sector that the state will act to minimize
their economic losses.

The conflicting nature of the above elements came to light during a drill at WNP-2. Below
is a description of the issue, and our preferred solution to it. There are no precedents for this
situation; however, two incidents in the Northwest last year - The Alar Scare and Exxon il Spi-ll -
provide some insight into the implications of te alternative solutions presented below.
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Poligy Issue following Reactor Accidents

The scenario for a drill at WNP-2 involved a svere accident at a nuclear reactor that
released a large quantity of radioactive material to the evironment through an airborne plume.
This material was deposited on the ground as the plume passed over and caused agricultural areas
below the path of the plume to be contaminated. The area of contamination was determined from
computer models which estimated the path of the plume and from ground measurements of
radioactive contamination made by field teams.

The State policy maintains that to assure public health is protected, it is necessary to
embargo crops from all areas suspected of contamination until laboratory results of crop samples
are available to demonstrate that the crops are not contaminated, or contamination is below
allowable limits.

An alternative policy advocated by a federal agency is to not embargo any crops until
laboratory results are available to prove that the crops ae contaminated beyond the allowable
limits. The reason for this action is argued to be that State embargo of crops from a large
suspected area may cause large unnecessary economic losses. The embargoed crops are delayed
in their access to market and thus lose a or part of their alue. The State may be held liable for
these losses. 'Me argument continues that the intervention levels are ultra-conservative, and that
the levels of radioactive contamination at which the cops are excluded from commerce would
represent only a small health hazard if consumed for several days following an accident. Thus if
an individual were to consume a few contaminated items for the short period of time following the
accident before laboratory results were available, the health effect would be insignificant.

The Washington State policy maintains that we cannot, even for short duration, allow foods
contaminated above federal guideline levels into the marketplace for the following reasons. First,
public health and safety must have the highest priority above considerations of economic liability.
Second, economic losses from a limited, temporary embargo would not be excessive. Third and
finally, the economic consequences of not enforcing a precautionary embargo would be much graver
and more far reaching than the alternative, as the appearance of a few contaminated agricultural
products in the market could cause consumers to panic and refuse to buy any Washington State
products. The basis for these three arguments is developed below.

1. Public health is the priority.

The protection of the public health and safety is te prime mandate of the public health
officials. No policy which places public health and safety as a secondary factor is
acceptable. If untested and contaminated food goes to the market it might have Any level
of contamination. Hot spots within a deposition area may have contamination tens of times
higher than the allowed levels. Were the State to release foods potentially contaminated
beyond the intervention level, not only would the health effects have to be accounted for,
but it could also result in a severe loss of public confidence and trust.

2. Immediate embargo costs are not excessive.
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The alternative policy argues that costs of embargo could amount to blions of dollars In
fact, the costs for holding crops 48 hours in an agriculturally rich area as Eastern
Washington are probably less than $100,000. An upper limit for the losses resulting from
holding the agricultural products indicated in the drill scenario would be 260,000. In the
context of a multibillion dollar reactor accident, these costs are not excessive. (These costs
are derived from data provide by the Yakima and Grant County extension agents, and staff
from the Washington State Department of Agriculture).

3. Public values safe agricultural products.

The public is extremely sensitive to contamination by radioactive material. If the public
suspected that Washington food was contaminated, all Washington products would suffer.
It would take years to re-establish credibility in the State's agriculture. The situation could
cause a market panic that would cost far more than the proposed embargo.

Where the public is concerned, the perception of safety is just as important as the actual
safety. That is, not only must we ensure safety, we must also ensure the public's belief in
it. Any waivering by the state will cause the public and agricultural sector to doubt their
authority. As public officials, we may find ourselves in the very difficult position cl' trying
to make reasonable judgements that are not overly conservative, in the face of heightened
public sensitivity.

Public Reaction to Alar in Apples

For an excellent precedent of what can happen when the public is given a reason to suspect
the safety of food in the marketplace we have only to recall the recent "Alar scare." In the Alar
case, the public was 'informed' by the popular television show 60 Minutes that apple growers were
still using a chemical - Aar - on their apples even though it was known to cause cancer in children.

Within days we learned that the "evidence" for the aeged cancer link was provided by a
study that had already been identified by the scientific community as being seriously flawed. And
in the weeks to follow, hundreds of scientists came out supporting Alar's safety, and criticizing the
way the danger had been misrepresented by the media.

But a this was lost on the public. Equating Alar with cancer, they stopped buying apple
products. Apple growers, unable to wait for the scientific message to trickle through the buying
public, acted to cut their losses by announcing that they would no longer use Alar. Although this
action was a marketing strategy, the public took it as an admission of guilt; an acknowledgement
that Aar was indeed dangerous. And who could blame them. Faced with conflicting information,
it was better to err on the side of safety.

Err on the side of safety is what the public wl do if contaminated food is discovered in
Washington's markets. With Alar, even as the danger itself was being scientifically refuted, the
public still pulled away. With radioactive contamination, we won't even ave that luxury. The
economic impact of a "few contaminated food items" could quickly snowball. Besides the direct
costs of a turn away from Washington food products, there would be the costs of mass testing for
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contamination, the legal liability to individuals and farmers, and ambiguous health effects. The
phrase 'Grown in Washington' would take on a whole nw meaning.

The main difference between the two above-stated positions can be summed up in the
following way. The federal agency is worried about immediate, direct economic losses from a
"precautionary' food embargo, while the State's concerns focus on the more long-term consequences
associated with the loss of trust in Washington's food products and its public officials, if
contaminated food was discovered in the marketplace.

Alaska, wrestling with similar iinmediate versus long-term consequences in the wake of the
Exxon oil spiff, adopted a "zero tolerance' policy to keep fish contaminated or even suspected of
contamination from reaching the market. Although one would expect this decision to anger the
fishermen, it appears that they are generally supportive of it. "The (zero tolerance) policy has the
support of most fishermen, who believe it would be better to lose an entire season than to have
the market crash and cost them their livelihoods for several years." 2).

Satellite Issues

At the present time a two-tiered system is used foringestion Protective Actions: Preventive
PAGs and Emergency PAGs. This structure requires a fairly complicated decision process. The
concept of PAG, namely projecting the dose to the public ftom the ingestion of contaminated food
and using this as the criterion to intervene, has not proven to be practical. Variability of such
parameters as the public diet, dose conversion factors and source terms, does not aHow consistency
and uniformity of decisions during accidents.

The decision process could be made simpler. 'Me triggering event could be better defined;
and the contamination levels could be made more acceptable to the public. A one-tiered aowable
concentration level structure should be adopted instead of the current PAG concept.
Cbritarnination levels, sanctioned by the FDA, should be set as with other food contaminants, such
as pesticides or other chemicals, at allowed concentration levels (ACL's). These levels should apply
to any radioactive contamination, at any time, resulting from any accidental occurrence. They
should be conservatively calculated to eliminate the need for additivity due to contamination by
more than one radionuclide.

Accident Scenario and Recommendations

The immediate state and local response to a severe reactor accident will set the tone for
public confidence in what follows. If one postulates a severe reactor accident, the immediate
response would focus on protecting the public from xposure to the plume. The regulatory
position for this phase has been shifting towards making protective actions based primarily on plant
status; partly because of the urgency present in the plume phase and partly due to uncertainties
associated with dose projection techniques. Parameters such as the reactor vessel water level,
reactor coolant system pressure and temperature, radiation levels inside containment and
containment status w drive the offshe protective actions. The field measurements will be used
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to confirm or deny the presence of radionuclides, and help characterize their release and
atmospheric dispersion.

During the plume phase, plant parameters coupled with offsite measurements should
determine the magnitude of noble gases in the release and detect the presence of the radio-iodines
and the radio-cesiums. Even in the absence of the urgency inherent in the plume phase, this
information could and should be used as soon as it becomes available, to determine ingestion
protective actions intended to prevent or reduce the contamination of foodstuff, e.g., placing cattle
on stored feed. This action should not await laboratory analysis results confirming the
contamination of pasture beyond the preventive PAGs. In fact there may be no need for a
preventive PAG at this phase; a two-tiered PAG system is too complicated and unnecessary. The
fact that a nuclear plant has experienced an accident of sufficient severity to be classified as a
General Emergency coupled with valid plant information that the release is either unfiltered or
unmonitored should be enough to warrant protective measures intended to reduce or prevent the
contamination of foodstuff.

Computerized atmospheric dispersion models can be used to project deposition of
radionuclides. Harvestable crops in areas where projected deposition levels equal or exceed the
allowable limits should be embargoed. In other words, when a General Emergency is decl-red at
a plant and there is reason to suspect that radio-iodines and other particulates may have been
released into the environment, agricultural products potentially contaminated should not be allowed
into the market place until an adequate sampling system and laboratory analysis sufficiently
characterize the deposition and radionuclide concentrations in those products. As noted earlier,
an "allowable concentration level' (ACL), rather than an emergency PAG, should become the
criterion for retaining or lifting the protective embargo.

The embargo can be lifted, modified or continued when an adequate sampling program
sufficiently characterizes the radionuclide concentrations in the embargoed crops; this leads to
another issue, namely the statistical significance and the adequacy of the sampling program. There
are currently no federal guidelines on the statistical requirements and sampling program adequacy
for the States to follow. As a result, major decisions have sometimes been made by public officials
during federal evaluated drills without the use of sound and comprehensive sampling criteria.
Federal guidance is needed in this area so that the sampling criteria used by different States and
jurisdictions to impose or relax ingestion protective actions are compatible. Federal guidance to
the State and local governments should include statistical analysis requirements, sampling
methodologies and strategies, sample counting and levels of precision.

Recommendations

Based on the above the following specific recommendations are made for severe reactor
accidents:

1. To eliminate the confusing Preventive PAG in a two-tier system the following Protective
Actions should be taken based on plant conditions. Mese actions will ensure that no
contaminated food products reach the market.
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Embargo harvestable crops in a potentially c*ntaminated area until an adequate and
statistically sound sampling program characterizes the radionuclide concentrations in
those crops. This action could be tied to thedeclaration of a General Emergency and
confirmation of an unmonitored or unfiltered release.

Place cattle on stored feed at General Emergency outside the 10 mile Emergency
Planning Zone in areas expected to be contaminated. No such actions are
recommended within the 10 nifle zone until the threat to the public from plume
exposure is removed.

2. To move away from the PAG concept to a more practical decision-making tool that can
be used in any radioactively contaminated food (regardless of source), and to ensure
consistency among aU jurisdictions, we should adopt a one-tier allowable concentration
level (ACL) system. These ACLs should be developed for food and water by radio-
nucHde based on the acceptable risk concept. The presence of radionuclides below
these levels in food products would constitute an acceptable public dose. This would
be a set of fixed (non-peak) regulatory levels which would permit marketing.

The contamination of food products by radioactive material should not be treated any
differently from chemical contaminants such as pesticides. The selection of these ACLs
should no longer be based on the assumption that a severe reactor accident will not
occur more than once in a lifetime 3).

Once a set of ACLs are developed, public officials should move away from expressing
PAGs or projected doses, and instead focus o aowed concentration limits.

3. Assumptions used in the calculation of these ACU should be conservative enough to
avoid the need for additivity due to contamination by more than one radionuclide. (A
reasonable number would be to calculate the ACLs to correspond to mSv (0.1 rem)
per critical isotope.)

4. Expand the list of isotopes of concern (currently light-water-reactor source term
dependent) to include weapons accident source; terms, i.e., Pu isotopes.

5. Federal guidance to the State and local governments should include statistical analysis
requirements, sampling methodologies and strategies, sample counting and levels of
precision.
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